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FINALLY! 

It has been quite awhile sinc.e the last Newsletter. This was partly b~cause 
there always seems to be some new piece of' news about to break. This is 
always a good reason to put orf doing the Newsletter for just a few more days. 
It really has been a very busy summer though. Any help and contrib1.:tions 
will be greatly appreciated. It is getting harder and harder to k.eep up with 
everything. 

-
OS/8 V3 

As everyone should know by now, DEC is distributing the new release of' OS/8 
called version 3 co_nd, as expected, it supports many new features. Also, in 
the release is the new OS/8 Handbook which combines dOC1.l.."llentation for all of 
the present system software in one place. It took a long time to get the hand
book written. In :fact, the software was dcne long before the handbook :for a 
change. There is a new version of the Software Support rA.anual 9.1so. I under
stand tP..at the mnnbey· for it will be tEC-s8-OSSMB-A-D. I have seen a copy of 
it so it must be more or less available. 

INSERTING SYSTEM DEVICE HANDLERS INTO OS/8 BUILD 

With the new release of OS/8 there was an updated version of BUILD which is 
capable of accepting system device handlers as well as non-system device 
handlers. In fact, the s,ystem device handlers it will accept are able to have 
multiple entry points. Unfortunately' the information in the new Software 
Support Manual is not really complete on how to set 11p a system device handler 
for loading in~u BUILD. The pr~cedure includes the following: 

1. The body of the system handler should be or~ gined to 200 but must 
start with a ZBLOCK 7. The entry point nrust be at relative loca
tion 7. In other words, this will correspond to location 7607 
when it is loaded as a system device handler. 

2. The name of the syr,tem handler must be SYS: (That will be the entry 
point that is at relative location 7.) 
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3. Each handler entry point has an 8-word header block associated 
with it. 

2. 

The following additio!ls apply in addition to the usual information in the header 
block. Word 5, bi.ts 9 to 11 should normally be zero. If" the device can have 
multiple platters like RF-08 then this field specif'ies the maximum r.::.anber of 
platters allowed. Each platter above the first bumps the internal DeB cod~ by 
1. Word G, bit zero equals 1 means the S"'.fsten1 device is 2 pages long. The 
second page is origined illto 400 but resides in field 2 location 7600. Bit 1 
equals 1 if entry point is SYS: • Bit 2 equals 1 if' ttL s entry point is co
resident with SYS. Word 7 must be zero. Word 10, niJ..I:lber of blocks on the 
device. ImmediCitQl~r foliov.ing the header records is the code for the device 
bootst~p. This is preceded by minus the number of words in the- bootstrap.. No 
origins may appear in this code. It.i1lUst be less tJ:1..a.n 4r( locations long.. This 
last follows all of the 8-word :header blocks for the handler. The bootstrap 
w-ill be located into the first 47 locations of block zero. As you know, block 
zero of a system device contains, in th~ firb-t hall, ~he code 'Which gets loaded 
into 17600 and, in the second hali, the~od.e that is loaded into crr600, so 
effectively, the bootstrap lies over the area where the ·-:!ommand decoded tables 
will be. The reason this is all right is because the command decoder zeroes 
the table each time that it uses it (this is done only in core} of course). 
Your bootstrap must either move what is read. in from block zer() into the correct 
locations in core or else oust re-read bloCk zero into those locations. These 
are essentially the same restrictions that r..ave always e:::isted on S".fstem de"'.rice 
handlers. 

There are cercal.n subtileties involve(? in two-page system device w.ndlers for 
the brave of heart who want to try to wri t.e one ~ A two-page system device 
handler has the restrictio:--l that relative location 12 - that is at execution 
t::.me :!..ocation 07612, must conta.in a 0003. This is for BlJILD's sake. This is 
what BUILD uses to recognize the two-page handler under ~ertain circumstances 
rather than looking at the bit that's specified in the header block. This works 
fine for DEC becauses the only two-page ha.ndler they have has that value at 
that location. Before you try to use this new handler with OS/8 F'ORTBfi..N Dl Dr with 
OS/8 BASIC, you better find out how. those programs deal with the second page in 
~ield 2. They check certain locations in the handler arai if they indicate that 
there is a TDSe hanaler there with its second page in field 2, they move the 
handler to the top of core and they patch the CDF! sand eIF' s in field zero 
a~propriately. You will have to figure out hOToPl to ileal with that if you need 
a two-~ge handler. 

SET COMMAND 

If you have OS/8 versions 3 and look at the eCL source that comes with it you 
may .be puzzled to notice some reference to a SET command_ l'his is not discussed 
in the OS/8 Handbook. I've tracked down what the story is. It (;eems that COGe 
does exist to implement a set conunand which allows you (from ttl€ command level) 
to alter the characteristics of same of your handlers such as the teletype 
handler, the line printer handler, a.nd the card reader r.t.'uldler. (u large systems 
this is useful, for instance, where you may want to go betwee~J. wide line printer 
paper and narrow paper, or where you. might want to change frcm 026 ~'"'o 029 card 
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punch code without rebuilding the system.. The code to implement this command 
isn't presently distri~uted because it has been added to one of the S,ystems 
prograw.s as an extcntion. It was done a.fter OD/8 version 3 was released _ Be
cause it is a s-,ystems program it's not appropriate for the T"_od5.fied version to 
be placed in the J_ibrar:r apparently. However, if you think it is an interest
ing facility let me know dnd we'll see "Nhat we can do. Incidentally, along 
these same lines I have infol~tion on patching the KL8e handler (the ~ew super 
teletype handler included in V3) to change its chara~teristics you can tuxn 
echoing or.f ~.nd on, alt:!r paging, alter tab, change the filler c-lJaracters, the 
pa.~e v:idth, the device codes that are u.tilized, and you can have the ability to 
disable (!ontrol-C from interrupting from lL..)n-console teletypes. You C'ill turn 
the flagging of lo~e.r ~se che.racters on. and off and you can change the lower 
case conversion. If people find this useful I' 11 ~onsider publishing the 
information in the next Newsletter. 

08/8 FORTRAN IV 

There is an u:ptlate of' the OS;8 F0RTRAN IV system now in the program. librar.f
It corrects a number of minor problems anc it adds a couple of new features. 
One is, it f,eems that double pre~ision arithmetic is now ~~pported even if you 
do not have an FPP-12. This was not the case in the past. It appea~s t!1.at 
the double pr~cision input and output form~ts are still not Suppo!vted hO-:-iE::ver. 
The other particular feature that I've noticed ",as that provisIon is made to 
run FORTRAN program in the backgrou..l1d of RTS-8 - RTS-8 normally does not 
support inte~upt programs in the background but appa::.:·~nt ly even though the 
FORTWr IV n:n time s-.fstem uses the interru.pt s this has been worked arouud. 

RTS-8 ---
The program library nOvI has a secon.d ...... elease of RTS-8 (note that this was 
previously referred to as SRT-8 until DEC chose to change the name) _ The new 
release bas tL.:! particular feature of supporting swappable tasks - in other 
words you could have several tasks each of which operate out of the same area 
of core and they would all be resident on ~he disc and be £:'f.lpped in a.lter
nately, depending on their priority, a..~ they are requir€.J.. It l'']0ks as though 
RTS-8 is going to be an important piece of software in the future, and we 
should keep our eye on it. Because it has the provision for running an OS/8 
job 1.U the background (if' you have the time sharing instrllction trap and 
enough core), it makes it possible to hav~ a foreground-hackground OS/8 system. 
This is the only DEC supporte1 software that can de ~h~s. ,- think. with a little 
work it migh-c not be too h.&.rd to even work up a m1~lti-user sit uation i!.l this 
envi::1.'onment J 

LPrSPL 

There has been several questions raised about a program calle~ :;-,FTSPL which is 
briefly referenc~d ie.. the nevT OS/8 Handbook under the PRINT c, ur~nd. 'rhis is a 
program which, at tr . tiJlle that the handbook was written, existed in a rather 
preliwinar-y form. It was roped that it could be made available in some way to 
-the users. As it turns out~ it cOl'_ld not he made a part of the supported re
Lease in 08/8 version 3 although I think that the eeL commands to utilil,e it 
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are present in the release. The plan had been to probably place the program in 
DEGUS for anyone who needed it. It is basically a program to format a nice 
line printer listing of outfmt files. You ~Tite your files on to a mass storage 
devi·.:!e and then you run I.,PISPL and it prints headers and trailers aro1l.11d ec;.ch 
listing the ~ay the spooling ~Jstem on a PDP-IO would with large block let~ers, 
~tc. Unfortunately!, while the save image of the program is available no one 
has been able to find do sour::e for it so far and there are bugs in the program. 
at the present stage. I have a copy of the save image in case anyone needs it. 
Either we will track down a ~~urc~ c~ the program or eventual~y suitable 
patches will be made to the save image .so that it can be sllbmitted to the library 
in a working form. 

l\"£EW SOFTI-lARE IN PROCESS FROM DEC 

As mentioned in the last Newsletter, there is work going on at DEC on a new 
aSLcmbler for OS/8 called MACRt.~. This is intended t') be a full-fledg~d MACRO 
assembler more or less along the line£ of the PDP-II ~~CRO assembler. It will 
produce relocatable code with all of the nice features t.:~t you'd like to have, 
and there will be a linking loader to go with it to do the relocating, and 
supposedly it will even include an overlay support the way the RT-ll liI1ker 
does. Along with tt.is there is some indication that a new FORTRAN is being 
worked on +:> go wi tn thiB package. It will be something between a FORTRAN II 
and a FORTRAN IV, probably a subset of FOP..TRAN IV with added features to allow 
it to operate in a real-time env"i.rc:lment. In particular, it will be useful for 
writing tasks for the RTS-8 environment. In fact, apparently ane cf the main 
reasons for ueveloping this new package of software is to enhance the RTS-8 
environment and make it more: attrar:!t~ive and easier to use. At last report, 
work daS moving along well. At the Spring DE~uS Symposium we were told some
tlli.ng about these new p,ckages at the OS/8 Workshop. Hopefully at the Fall 
meeting we will be able to explore the subject further. 

DECSYSTEM-8 

Doug Wrege tells me that he ha~ recently ~ubmitted an update to DEC~rstem-8 to 
the library. This is version 3. It runs with OS/8 version 3 to give most of 
the same extensions that the older DEC~stem-8ts gave althokgh where 08/8 
version 3 supports one of theSe features, DECsystem-8 has ad0pted the OS/8 
version of' the support. Doug still plans to implement the lOLi-ON feature some
time in the future for this version and he has his 8K batch called HASP working 
in this version. 

DECUS DEMONSTRATION OF A PRO~JTYPE LIBRARY DISTRIBlITION SCHEME, 

Doug Wrege has indicuted that he and Tom MacIntyre ~ave been working on a 
prototype 0f a system that could run on a PDP-B OS/8 system and which could 
support the type of thing that the DECUS library needs to do for distribution 
of programs. That is, all of the ~rograms would reside on one or more discs 
and they ~ollld be requested a', 'ull ro !.erencing a master' d5.rectory and out
putting t.hem on the media that is ClF·, _'e1.. ~his i5 eI. program tbat the os/8 
SIG has been encouraging because p:esently DECU~ does not have this sort of a 
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capabj 1; ty-• They are only able to duplicate programs on the same media that 
they are submitted on. Hopefully thi.s kind of a demonstration w~ll encourage 
f'~ther e}~loration of the possibilities of extending DE~uS library capability 
in these directions. We hope to have an operatip~ demonstration of' this scheme 
at the upcoming DECUS Lleeting with some of the more interesting 08/8 libra..ry 
programs 0n the system so that people can get copies of them. If all goes 
well, the code gets written., we get copies of all the programs, and the right 
bardw-a.re shows up in San Di,-zo, it should prove to be of' great lise. 

SOFTWARE PROBLEMS 

Be sure that you check the August 1974. Digital Software ~iews for the PDP-8/l2. 
There are a numb~ of significant correcticns for the newest version of OS/8 
including the patch to !Jake the eeL EDIT command work correctly-.. 

PALOS8 

I recently received a package fr:m Jim Gosling of the University of Calv-ary on 
a program he wro':;,:,e called PALOS8. It is an expanded version of' PAL with certain 
important new features. In particular, it has the ability to assemble code 
into areas where it wjl1 :fit. The programmer can designate sections of code 
that may noat and at assembly time the as::'°mbler will work out how to fit all 
of these sections together in the best -way. IT. also includes many new psudo
ops such as REQ.UST which allows you to include in your assembly a :file which 
contains all of your commonly used sU.b-routines. The source code :for the 
particular program you're working o~ includes REQUST's for specific sub-routines 
out ~):f that package and they are assembled only as requested. Thu~ you can get 
a lot of the advantages of a relocating assembler and linking loader without 
havi.....ng to wait for ~ACREL. 

FOCALC 

Jim Gosling has also sent along something that he has been working on that 
util.izes hi~ PALOS8. It is a compiler for FOCAL. At the moment it's still at 
the development stage although it is workiI!g. I think he intends to improve 
it and it need~ to be documented. It presently ~"Upports just the standard 
FOCAL-69 synt~x. Hope!ully we can explore the possibility of extending it to 
support some of-the features of the more a.dvan('~d FOCAL's. 

FOCAL U/W 

Jim Van Zee from the University of T,olashington in Seattle has sent along, and 
submitted to DECUS, his version of FOCAL. It is an update of OMSI ps8 FOCAL 
which adds numerous featurec to ul48I FOCAL. At the same time he has been able 
to keep the same amount of core available for programs and variables. He has 
kept th~ error messages the same, and in general it seems that he ha~ done a 
rather fine job. His package has improved support in the floating poirlt soft
ware for not only a standard PDP-8 but also the old EAE and the new EAE. He 
hBs managed to come up with a scheme so tr.tat you can specify input and output 
-:'ile names at run time rather than having to write there. into the program the 
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way you do with OMSI FOCAL. He also has a pac..'l\.age available which supports the 
CAL.cOMP plotter. It has the u.mal pen-moving ability and it also has the 
ability to produce lettering. You have nice controls lik~ the ability to rotate 
the whole picture on the plotter at wi' 1. wnat is really interesting about this 
package and wnich sets it apart :fr8m previous ones is that it is available in 
two versions. Oue uses the ~op part of field 2 for the plotting and the other 
functions as an overlay wi. thin an.8K memory. To the best of my knowled.ge this 
is the first time there ba.~ been a practical way to support characters and 
symbols frc.A FOCAL in 8K. This package should be available from the library 
b ef'ore too long. 

ROGALGOL 

Dr. Roger Abbott has sent along an update on hie version of AWOL called 
ROGALGOL. He has been working on installing some of the newer~ raster, float
ing point packages as well as adding :formatted print;!'lg of floating point 
numbers to improve I/O. 

F4El\.E 

I -~ some information from Philip Siemens from Lawrence Livermore Lab about 
r. .-erlay for the OS/8 FORTRAlI IV run-time system which SUFPorts the old EAE 
he J..lctS submi. tted to DECUS. 

DECUS 8-143 and 8-144 (~-C and FFT-R) 

A new copy of these has ~een submitted to the DEeDS library on an OS/8 format 
DECtape so that they are easier to access. These FFT routines have been 
popular for a long time and now they will be illore readily accessible for future 
wo-rk. 

?LOTVS AND F4 GRAPHICS 

Dennis McGhie has submitted a program he calls PLOTVS to the library. It takes 
a Gommon set c~ ...:>lotter calls and can direct the plotting to either an incr'e
mental plotter, a Versatex Printer-Plotter, or a ~torage scope. In general, 
what he has done is to define a file format which can ?e interpreted by 
suitable sections of the code to drive ~hese different devices. He also has a 
set of routines for use under OS/8 FORTRAN IV for doing plotting which he finds 
are very nice. He calls this package F4 GRAPHICS and it has been submitted to 
DECUS. The package can either drive the plotter directly or produce a file for 
PLOTVS. 

NON-SYSTEM HANDI£R FOR THE RKSe DISC 

I have a note from J .. D. A .. Griffin at Ontario Hydro in Toronto telling about 
a non-sys'tem device handler for the RKSe.. He has modified the standarli RK8e 
non-system device handler to treat the top half of disc zero as four separate 
devices, each exactly as long as a DECtape. The SYS handler is left as is 
except that there are now 6743 o~tal blocks available instead of ju~t 6260 .. 
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UTR7: MO:nIFICATIO~I 

Harold E. Cronin from. the Iia'\r-a.l Weapons Center at China Lake has written that 
he is submitting a modification to the IJ"TR7: Utility ~rape Reading Program to 
all.ow it's use with the TM8e magtape controller. He says that he is also 
working on an FOCL.S tfMagtape Formatter" program modification, and also on the 
n 7 or 9 track MTA Handler" by Roger Siemen. He plans to send along copies of 
them when he gets them. running on his TM8e al.so. 

TELEX 5 HOLE PAPER TAPE HANDLER 

I recently received a note from Gar'rin Eadie in the Physics Department at 
Leicester University, Uni"ced Kingdom, about an OS/8 handler he has written for 
TELEX 5 level paper tape. He says he will be Sllhmitting it to DEC-uS Lll due 
course. The handler uses 2 pages with 7 1ocations free on the first page and 
l2 on the second. It is totally standard, responding to c';)ntrol-C in the usual 
way ~ and it bas no error detection. The oP..ly special requirement is that the 
paper tape Vunch bE,s to be able to accept 5 hole tape, of course. 
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